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G.I. Joe: Retaliation is a 2013 English-language Action Adventure movie written by Rhett Reese and Paul Wernick. The movie
is directed by Jon M. Chu and is the sequel to G.I. Joe: The Rise of the Cobra (2011). The film stars Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson, Channing Tatum, Scarlett Johansson and Ray Park. It was released on DVD, Blu-ray and Video on Demand on
February 28, 2013 in the United States. The film follows the story of Flint, who after being deployed to The Cobra Island is
framed and imprisoned for the death of Sgt. Country. After escaping from prison, Flint learns about Cobra Commander's
intentions to release "The Blob" onto the population. Flint allies with the Joes to find Cobra Commander's hidden island and
stop Cobra from unleashing a new dangerous threat on Earth. Plot summary After being framed for the death of Sgt. Country,
Flint escapes Cobra custody and manages to ally himself with the Joes. Flint is granted the chance to join their special mission:
to find out the fate of Cobra Commander's island. However, the mission quickly turns out to be more dangerous and deadly than
they anticipated. As they prepare to investigate the island, Flint discovers that the Joes are being controlled by a third party with
their own agenda. In an attempt to escape, the team encounters a mutagenic creature on the island that has been released by
Cobra Commander, which attempts to destroy the Joes. Despite this, the Joes manage to defeat the creature and as they exit the
island, a mysterious figure approaches them. When the Joes learn that the mysterious figure is the new Cobra Commander, they
force him to reveal his intentions. It is eventually revealed that Commander has been captured and brainwashed by a third party
who wants him to launch an attack on the US. After this shocking revelation, the Joes free Commander and decide to assist the
US authorities in their attempt to capture the Commander and destroy the brainwashed Cobra forces. Cast Dwayne Johnson as
The Rock Channing Tatum as Snake Eyes Jamie Foxx as Duke Scarlett Johansson as Storm Shadow Ray Park as Jinx Elodie
Yung as Sharp-Eyes Nanette Robinson as Lady Jaye Ryan Miller as Flint Wayne Duvall as Sgt. Country Kyle-Ray Flores as The
Green Guard Charlie Saxton as The Stormtrooper C
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